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PRECISION OF GAMMA-RAY MEASUREMENTS OF THE
EFFECTIVE SPECIFI: POWER AND EFFECTIVE 2@Pu FRACTION

OF PLUTONIUM*

Thomas E. Sampson
Safeguards Assay Group N-1, MS-E540

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA

ABSTRACT

This paper uses gamma-ray spectrometry data from replicate measurements on 40
plutonium-bearing samples to examine the repeatability of the effective 2@Pu fraction
(240pucff)and the effective specific power (Pcff) calculated from the isotopic distribution
analyzed with gamma-ray spectrometry codes. The measurements were used to identify
the error component arising from repeatability in the determination of the isotopic
composition of plutonium in the sample and the contribution of the error component to
the uncertainty in total plutonium mass measurements from neutron coincidence counting
(UOPueff)and caioritnetry (Pcff). The 40 samples had ‘OPuCff percentages ranging from
2 to 39% and Pcffvalues ranging from 2 to 16 mW/g Pu, Four diffc-ent gamma-ray
spectrometry codes (FRAM, MGA, Blue Box, and PUJRC) were used to analyze the data
(not all samples were analyzed w~theach code).

All analyses showed that the % relative standard deviation of Pcffwas smaller than
that of 240Pucff. This result coupled with a cursory examination of uncertainties in coin-
cidence counting of well-characterized samples and water-bath calorimetry errors for the
same types of samples leads to the conclusion that smaller uncertainties will be present in
the total plutonium mass determined by the combination of calorimetry/ gammw ray
spectromctry than in the mass determined by coincidence counting/ iu~ma-rdy spec-

9tromet~, An additional examination of the bitises arising from the 42Pu correlation used
in the gamma-ray spectrometty codes also suppormd this conclusion.

.-——,...-..——.—..—-..-.-. .-_ ———..——.——
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1. INTRODUCTION
Two methods used -worldwidefor the nondestructive assay of plutonium are neutron coinci-

dence counting and calorimetric assay. One must know the isotopic composition of the pluto-
nium sample to fully interpret either measurement in units of absolute plutonium mass. Neutron
coincidence counting uses the isotopic distribution to calculate the effective 240Pu fraction or
240PuCff,which is divided into the coincidence measurement result of grams ‘40Puefr to yield
grams plutonium as

240Puc~~(coincidencecount)
Grams Pu = ‘ares

friiction 240PuC~f(isotopic distribution) ‘
(1)

(The use of isotopic distributions in the calculation of multiplication corrections for coincidence
counting will not be discussed here. ) Calorimetry uses the isotopic distribution in a similar
fashion to interpret the total wattage of a sampla measured in a calorimeter by

Grams Pu =
watts (calorimetry)

watts / g Pu (isotopic distribution)
(2)

where watts/g Pu is the effective specitic power, usually designated Pcrr. A definition of 240Pt~rf
may be found in Ref. 1 while Pcrf is defined in Ref. 2. In the remainder of this paper the term
~~240~cffU~efcrs to the fraction (or percentage) of 240PlJcff in the Sample.

The isotopic distribution measurements muy be obtained from mass spectrometry on u
sample+ trom the bulk item or, as is cmnmon in the field of nondestructive assay, from gamma-
ray spectromctry measurements on the bulk, plutonium-bearing item itself, A single isotopic
distribution measurement can supply the input for both Pcff and 240P~ff.

The measurement of the isotopic composition of plutonium by gamma-ray spectrometry is a
well-developed technique, A review of this rlethod may be found in Refs, 1 and 3, Reference 3,
in spite of its earlier date, is somewhat more up to date than Ref. 1. Other descriptions of pluto-
nium isotopic composition meitsurements and imiilysis codes may be found in Refs. 4-9.

Facilities using nondestructive assity techniques for ~sstiyof bulk plutonium often have the
opportunity to choose betwtx:n the two techniques of coincidence counting itnd ctdorimetq,
Most US facilities use both but there we times when it is desimble to be tible to designate the
better performing technique for a given, type of sample. There are iIs many ways of defining
“better performance” M there are samples; however, we will concentrate on definitions that
chamcterize the overall uncertainty in the firml measurement result (griims of plutonium).

-— ——..-——, ..—---- ..
*!]Ithis ptq.mrthe words ‘iitmplcitnd item Me used intcrchungcably; this is common nondcstruc-.
tive assay termir, dogy, ‘l’heusc of the word “sample” here is in its chemicxd assay sense, con-
trary to usugc throl’ghout the rctnaindcr of this pnper.



‘l-hestructure of the two expressions in Eqs. 1 at~d2 shows that the final result is the quotient
of two independent metisurements for both coincidence counting and calorimetry, The isotopic
distribution measurement is common to both methods. Each measurenlent result may be charac-
terized by a systematic error and a random error. Both types of errors may be sample dependent.
This Ias: fi~ctmakes it extremely difficult to characterize the ul,certainty of either method for an
arbitrary sample. A recent paper] 0 has tackled this ambitious task for applications impormt to
IAEA safeguards.

This paper will illustrate, in some detail, just one of the error components in these measure-
ment methods-the random error contibutcd by the gamma-ray spectrometry measurement of
PCffand 240PuCff.While I will also briefly discuss some of the other error components and make
some comments on the analysis in Ref. 10, the main thrust will be to see how the precision
(sometimes referred to as repeatability) of gamma-ray isotopic measurements of Pcrrard 240Pu:(f
contributes to the uncertainty in total plutmium mass. In doing this I will examine data from
replicate measurements on a wide variety of samples analyzed with severiil different plutonium
isotopic analysis codes, I will look for trends in the magnitude of the precision of Pcff and
240Pueffas a function of bumup, sample size, and analysis method and to see if any blw~ket
statements can be made regarding the measured precision of these two quantities.

I will examine data from samples with 240Pupercentages ringing from 2 to 26%,and specific
powers (Pefr ) from 2.3 to over 15 mW/gPu. The analysis includes results from four different
codes that analyze g[imma-ray spectra to determine the isotopic composition of plutonium in a
sample: FRAM’1used at Los Alamos; MGA516used worldu ide, especially in safeguards inspec-
tions; the “Blue Box,’’7I~an older code for ir :pection use, now largely replaced by MGA; and
PU.JRC,~a code developed at Ispra, Not a ,neasuremen:s are analyzed by all codes and, indeed,
it is not the purpose of this paper to compare the codes under identical conditions, What I do
wish to illustrate, for any given sample analyzed with any code, is how the magnitudes of the
precision of Pcrr and z~oP~ff compare.

11. A PREVIOIJS STUDY
Some previous work in this area, focused on the broader issue of the total uncertainty in the

measured plutonium mass, has been presented in Ref. 10. This studv concluded thut the meas-
urement errors in the total plutonium mass we~ approximately the same for the combinations of
coincidence counting/gamma-ray isotopics and calorimetry/gamma-my isotopics. “rhis resuit
was somewhat unexpected by workers in the was of cidorimetry and gammit-ray spectrornmy
und prompted closer scrutiny of the dittit analysis methods used to obtoin these results.

Severitl problems, muinly with assumptions in the analysis, surfwcd. First, the mdysis did
not rigorously treat ail of the error components, Only [he gtimmu-my spcctromctry rneiu+ure-
ments were rigorously analyzed, Coincidence-counter-calibration uncerminties tind sitmple-
dependent effects were not treated. One of dle two sample sets studied rcpmed no tneitsured or
dcclarec! values for 241Am, tin unlikely situation considering tbe sensitivity of the MGA isotopics
software for tnemn-ing 24IAm, This would tend to reduce the rwtr.iornerrors for cidorime-
try/isotopics while not tiffccting coincidence cciunting, The tnetisurcrnent conditions for the twu
sets of gtttnmti-ray spectrometry duttt used in the cvtduwion were not kncwn m the authors of
Ref. 10 i~ndthe method of trei~tingthe Z42PUfraction from the gitrnrnit-my mcasurerncnts Wiisnot
stated.

Chwof the grc~nd rules of the study wus the ussignrncnt of “~~per:~tor-(iecltircti”mass spcc-
trornetry vulucs 0s being without error, ‘Ilis memtt thi~ttill differences between the gitn~in~t-rily



measurements and the operator-declared values were assigned as uncertainties in the gamma-riiy
measurements.

Closer examination of the data revealed that the between-sample deviations for 2SHPUand
24tAm were significantly larger than the within-sample deviations. This led to the conclusion
that the assumption of operator-declared mitss spectrometry data as being without error wits not
valid. Errors in the specification of these two isotopes will affect calorimetry/gamma-ray iso-
topics more than they will affect coincidence counting/gamima-ray isotopics.

These problems resulted in questioning the conclusions (not the analysis methods) of the
study and prompted the documentation of some of the error ~omponents for the gamma-ray spec-
trometry contribution to the total uncertainty in the plutonium mass obtained from these two
techniques. The study in Ref. 10 should be redone without the “errorless mass spectrometry”
assumption to see if the conclusions change.

First, though, it will be appropriate to note the magnitude of typical uncertainties that arise in
the practice of coincidence counting and calorimetry.

111, COINCIDENCE COUNTING AND CALORIMETRY UNCERTAIN? !KS
Coincidence Counting. Ensslin et. al.,11 have discussed coincidence counting uncertainties

for a very wide riinge of sample types. Sample-dependent effects are most important for coinci-
dence counting and can affect uncertainties by as much as a factor of 10. For well-characterized
samples of metal or oxide, Ensslin quotes target measurement uncutainties in the riinge of 170to
3%, He considers this to be a systematic error and notes that measurement precision (random
error) for these coincidence measurements would be in the 0.3% -O.S90range [ I relative standard
deviation (RSD)], All the sitmples studied in this report fall intc the general category of “well
uhitritcterized,” Measurements on other sample types are typically assigned larger uncerttiinties.

These values apply only to the uncertainty of the numerator in Eq. 1. They do not include
iiny uncertainty in the determination of the plutonium isotopic composition,

Calorimetry. J, Wetzei of EG&G Mound Applied Technologies supplied this author with
datti from four recently delivered witter-bttth calorimeters, The operating range of these
calorimeters varied from 0.1 to 1 watt at the low end up to 4 to 15 witns at the high end, Typicul
measurement precision or repeatability at the low end was about (),570 ( 1 RSD) while the high-
end precision wits 0,05940to 0.20!10. Measurement bias or systematic error from calibration is
typically less than the precision. Note that these arc developer’s laboratory measurements, An
idea of current facility practice in the US can be obtained from the annual reports of the US DOE
Calorimetry Exchange Progmm. Two such reports, for 198812and l!)!)ol~ show nearly ideniicid
prtictice for measurements on the I-watt calorimetry exchange standard, For six differmt luborit-
tories, measurement precision uveraged tibout ().259’owithin it range of 0, 12-().5()%, Biits wirs
less thitn the precision in idl citses. These numbers characterize the low end of the riinge of
calorimetry fairly well. Mcasureme~tt precision (in a relfitivc sense) improves with increased
wattage. Kilogram or larger sii~ples of high-bumup plutonium citn eiisily produce $everal tens
of wittts of power.

Calorimeters hitve the advittltilge of being insensitive to effects thiit dcpemi on the si!tnpk
composition, Generitlly it is considered thtit si]mplc-dependent effects WI!I not produce bii\s~s
but rmty increase the meosun.ment time.

This Iirnitcd discussion indicates thut it tmty be appropriitte to itssign i~pproximatc]ycqutil
uncertt~inties from biw ttnd precision, both on the order of (),2% (~li\tivc) to wttter-httth
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calorimetry measurements (the numerator of Eq. 2). This is, of course, a simplification because
calorimetry precision is a function of sample wattage.

IV. PRECISION OF GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY
Thvs section presents several examples of the precision of Pcff and z~~Pu+ffobtained from

replicate measurements on a wide variety of samples and analyzed with several different isotopic
analysis codes.

The first example in Table I is from measurementslA cmthe CBNM NRM 271 reference
material taken by this author and analyzed with both the FRAM and MGA codes. The listed
standard deviations (% IUD) are computed from 20 replicates. All samples contained about 6 g
of plutonium, not enough for calorimetry, but easily measured in a coincidence counter and
useful to start off the comparisons, The two data sets for each code and sample represent
acquisitions with diffe..ent, realistic experimental conditions, For those unfamiliar with these
standards, the number in the ID represents the approximate 239Pupercentage.

All examples in Table I indicate that the precision of Peff is better than that of z40PuCfffor
these samples, measurements, and analysis codes.

The next example shown in Table II is an analysis by the FRAM code on three PUOZ
measurement control standards used routinely at Los Alamos. The number of replicates was 20
for each sample. These larger sampies are routinely used to control both calonm-eter and

TABLE 1. CBNM Standards, FRAM, and MGA

ID

PU93

Pu84

PU70

Plt(iI

h~

Analysis
Code

FRAM

MGA

FRAM

MGA

FRAM

MGA

FRAM

MGA

Pc-f
[mW/g Pu)

2,5

3,6

10,2

13.I

24~Pu~((
(%)

6.4

15,1

23,8

3565

% RSD

P~(f

0.22
0.42
0.16
0.10
(),26
0, 3(1
(),17
(),13
0.23
0.35
0,43
(),38
(),22
(),31
0,59
(),31

240Pu~(f

1.56
2.37
(),63
(),41
().90
1,44
0.37
(),29
1,10
1.32
().62
().56
(),95
(),()()

().73
(),37
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TABLE 11, Los Alamos Working Standards

Pu mass P~ff 2’$oPu~ff % RSD

ID (g) (mW/g Pu) (9’0) Peff 240Pucff

CALEX 400 2.5 6.0 0.30 2.05
STD40 875 3.5 12.2 0.33 1.71
1.A0225BS 875 3.9 17,2 0.23 0.94

gamma-ray isotopic measurements. To put the absolute values on a meaningful basis, CALEX
was measured for 1 hour at a count rate of 24 kHz while STD40 and LA0225BS were measured
for 30 minutes at 40 kHz. All measurements were done with a 1-~s shaping time.

All Peff precision are less than the respective ‘OPueff precision. The last sample in the
table (LA0225BS) was also measured (20 replicates) on the Lawmwce Liverrrwre Actinide
Analysis System,15 a two-detector MGA analysis system. The % RSD for Pcff was 0.22 while
that for 240Pu~ffwas 0.47.

Reference 4 also reports measurement-precision data for a wide variety of samples. These
analyses with the Los Alamos FRAM code are listed for 24 different samples (including different
measurements and measurement conditions for the same thlee samples listed in Table 11).
Eleven of the 24 samples had plutonium masses exceeding 60 g, large enough for calorimetry in
most cases, Replicate measurements on each sample varied from 6 to 20. The observed preci-
sion for Pcff ranged from 0,0890 to 0.3370 ( 1 RSD) while the range for 2~Pucff was 0.68~0 to
3.68%, All samples gave a Peff precision that was smaller than the 2~Pueff precision, as is
evident from the nonoverlap of the ranges cited.

The last set of data analyzed for the precision of Pcff and ~OPueff was taken during an exer-
cise at the PERLA Facility at Ispra,g These data consisted of a single set of replicate acquisitions
on a variety of samples with 24@u contents exceeding 20Y0. The data were analyzed by three
different isotopic codes-ivlGA,5~~ the “Blue Box,’’71~and PUJRC.S Measurement results from
the larger samples for the precision of Pen and 2’$OPMffare shown in Table 111.These data had
been analyzed for 24~Puef~precision and reported in Ref. 9. Table [11makes the comparison with
Pcff precision for the first time. These data add results for higher bumup plutonium that were not
available in the previously discussed results. Regarding the comparison of Peff precision and
240Pucffprecision —in all cases, as before, the Pcff precision is smaller (bcuer) than the ~40Pucff
precision, usually by a factor of two or more.

In addition to the above analysis, we also looked at the data used in the analysis presented in
Ref. 10 and briefly discussed in section 11above. This data consisted of replicate measurements
on samples from two European facilities, Alkem and Sellafield. Sixteen snmples were measured
at Alkem. Only one sample had more than 6 replicates and 9 of the 16 had only 3 or 4 replicates.
Twelve samples were measured at Sellufield with frmn 3 to 14 replicates each, Half of the
samples had four or fewer replicates. The stmtll number of replicates yielded precision rmrlts
that themselves hud large uncertainties. No c that the RSD of the sigma found from the distribu-
tion of ,nreplicnte measurements is

b



rABLE III. PERLAStandards Results

Sample Pu Mass No.of Analysis P~ff 2@PUe ff % RSD

ID (g) Replicates Code (mW/g) % Peff 240P~eff

102 50 16 MGA 5.8 26.7 0.36 0.57

111 1000 15 MGA 26.8 0.35 0.49
11 BLBX u 27.5 0.67 1.32
11 PUJRC 5.8 27.3 1.24 3.48

118 2500 15 MGA 5.8 26.8 0.28 0.44
9 BLBX 27.4 0.85 1.66
8 PUJRC H’ 27,6 1.03 1.8

105 100 15 MGA 14.1 34.1 0.83 1.11

112 1000 15 MGA 14.1 34.2 0.73 1.71
13 BLBX 13.9 3s.4 1.53 6.34
15 PUJRC 13.9 35.0 2.17 8.33

119 2500 15 MGA 14.1 34.2 1.13 2,07
15 BLBX 13.9 35.1 1.38 7.67
13 PUJRC 14.1 34.4 2.56 8.83

1007 1000 15 MGA 15,6 37.1 0.74 1,71
11 BLBX 15.4 38.2 2.17 6.58
15 PUJRC 15,7 36.6 3.25 7.75

120 2500 15 MGA 15,5 37.4 0,98
16 BLBX 15.3 38.8 1.59 ;:!7
15 PUJRC 15.4 38.9 3.55 7.18

CBNM70 6 16 MGA 9.9 23.4 0.49 0.82

cr,el(sigmu)= u—— .
F.(’n-l)

The Sella~eld data exhibited an averageprecisionfor all 12samples of O.g1% (1 RSD) for
Pcffwhile that for 2~PuCffwas 1.25%. In contrast to all of the previouslydescribed measure-
ments, 2 of the 12samples showedindividualaverage results in which the % RSD for Pc[fwas
Iurgcrthan% RSD for ~~Puc~~,Results from the 16Alkem samples were similur to those from
the Sellaficld data; the average Pcffprecisionwas().89%whilemat for 2~l&f was 1.34%, For
6 of the 16Alketn sal.lplcs the % RSP for Pcffwas larger [bunthe % RSD for 240PuC~.We
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performed a simple sign test on these results, testing the hypothesis that the z40Puefrprecision
equaled the Peff precision. The Sellafield data set taken by itself and the two sets of data
combined yielded a statistically significant result indicating 24@ucrr 70 RSD was greater than the
Pcff % RSD. This test, for the Alkem data alone, did not ind]. .ite statistical significance. Some
additional statistical tests that also consider the varying small number of replicates may be
warranted here,

V. EFFECT OF ~2Pu BIAS
Gamma-ray spectrometry cannot directly measure the 242Puabundance because of the

isotope’s long half-life and the low abundance of the gamma rays from this isotope. Instead, a
correlation is usually used to relate the ~2Pu abundance to the abundances of the other directly
measured isotopes. 16 Correlations can be a function of the reactor history as well as the reactor
type and no universal expression has been found that is best for all samples. Because of this,
large biases ( 10%–50%) can be present in the ~zPu abundances reponed by gamma-nj spec-
trometry measurements. These biases will, in turn, contribute to bias in both Perf and z’$OP~rr,
While Z4ZPUdoes not directly influence Perf, it affects its magnitude through the normalization
condition that all plutonium isotopic abundances must sum to 100940.Thus a bias in 2’$ZPUprop-
agates into a bias in all the other isotopes which, in turn, causes a bias in Peff. The situation for
2d~Puerfis somewhat different in that 242Puappears directiy in the expression for 240@rr as well
as affecting the normalization.

Fignre 1 below shows the result of a sensitivity study using isotopic disrnbutions from a
subset of the samples discussed in this paper. For this study the correct isotopic disrnbution was
used to calculate both Perr and 24~P~ff. Then the 242Puabundance was increased by 10VO,the
isotopic disrnbution was renormalized, and Peffand 24@~ff were recalculated. The fractional
difference in Pefr and 240P~f~ between the two cases is plotted against the magnitude of 240Pucrf
in Fig. 1, The result is that 2’$@uerfis more sensitive to a bias in 24ZPUabundance than is Pcrr.

1.020l—~ 1 1 1 T 1 I

A 2MPuaw
1,015 ------ ------- -

g PM

i?
= 1.010--
3

A -..

d 1005 ------- ------ - a.

1!

AA
A

i?

1.000 e-- w“ w
● O

0.996 ‘e

%u,ff (%)

Fi~, 1. Fractional change in24~Pufffatd Pefffor a +10% chqye in 242Pu.



Some inspection scenarios permit the inspector to use the operator’s declared value for Z4ZPU;
this removes Z42PUas a source of bias from both techniques. All comparisons in this paper used
mass spectrometry values for 242Pu, The 242Pubias effect discussed in this section was not
present in the analysis for Peff and 2@P~ff presented in section IV. In any case, if such bias
were present, it would not affect the precisim calculated from replicate measurements.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I have examined several emor components that contribute to the total uncertainty of the

plutonium mass as determined by the combinations of coincidence counting/gamma-ray spec-
trometry and calonmetry/garnma-ray spectrometry. I have presented numerous examples, which
illustrate that the precision of Pefffrom gamma-ray spectrometty is better (smaller 70RSD) than
that of zAOPuefffrom the same measurement. I have also briefly discussed some examples from
the literature that illustrate some of the typical uncertainties arising in calorimetry and neutron
coincidence counting. While this discussion was not rigorous or exhaustive, it strongly indicated
that water-bath calorimetry uncertainties (both bias and random errors) are likely to be smaller
than the corresponding uncertainties for coincidence counting on well-characterized samples of
appropriate size for calorircetry.

An examination of a recently published analysis showing roughly equal tots! plutonium
uncertainties for coincidence counting and calorimetry was found to be flawed in several areas
creating reasonable doubt about the validity of the study’s conclusions.

The sensitivity of both Peffand 2@PMffto biases in 2Q2Pu,often present in gamma-ray
spectrometry measurements, was also examined. Data from a representative set of samples
showed that 2’$~Pueffis affected more than Pcff by 242Pubias.

Taken together, these results present persuasive evidence that the uncertainties of plutonium
mass determination from water-bath calorimetry/gamma-ray spectrometry should almost always
be less than those tlom coincidence counting/gamma-ray spectrometry for well-characterized
samples. It must also be noted that considerations other than total uncertainty are often
paramount when choosing a measurement technique for a particular problem. The generally
shorter measlwement time for coincidence counting, relative to calcrirne;ry, is often an over-
whelming consideration when choosing a technique,

It is also noted that while this study considered “well-behaved” materials, the nature of the
sample greatly affects coincidence counting uncertain ties-- newer coincidence counting methods
and analysis methods can reduce bias on “difficult” samples. The use of air-bath calorimeters
may change the error estimates for calorimetry as well as reduce measurement time, Certain
categories of scrap and waste samples adversely affect the bias of the gamma-ray isotopic meas-
urements but are not seen to change the relative differences in the ‘?40RSD between Pcff artd
240Pucff, All these conditions deserve additional study for the application to difficult, heteroge-
neous samples and other special cases, 17.
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